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THE ROLE OF PERSONALITY IN THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS
Even as obvious as some differences are—age, sex, race—none is the major cause of
communication breakdown. That distinction goes to personality conflict. Ask yourself, “Have
you ever had a personality conflict with another person?” Almost everyone has. When
communication fails at work, rarely is it caused by lack of technical skill or lack of desire to do
the job; usually, it is because of personality differences. And when communication breaks down
at home, rarely is it due to lack of concern or lack of love; usually, it is the result of personality
conflict.

INTERPRETATION OF YOUR TYPE & SCORE
If your highest score is T, you are chocolate by personality type. If your highest score is P,
you are vanilla. If your highest score is I, you are strawberry. If you have the same or nearly
the same scores for all three, you are neapolitan, giving you built-in versatility for dealing
with different types of people.
If your two high scores are T and I, this means there are two forces in your world asking you to
be two different ways. One force is saying, “be chocolate,” and the other is saying, “be
strawberry.” Although this can present problems, it can also be good if it allows you to
accomplish your values and goals in life. Values and goals are more important than style of
interpersonal relations. With this situation, it may be difficult for others to understand you
because of the different signals you send.
WHY CHOCOLATE, VANILLA, AND STRAWBERRY?
This questionnaire measures style of interpersonal relations. The terms chocolate, vanilla and
strawberry are used to make the point that all styles are equally good, even if they are different.
People accept different flavors of ice cream and appreciate the variety, but they do not always do
the same in their relations with others. Indeed, when faced with people who are different, they
may send out signals (perhaps subconsciously), “I am right, and you are wrong.” When this
happens, a subtle psychological communication gap results. If you remember that the world if
full of different types of people, and that chocolate, vanilla and strawberry are equally good, this
will reduce any tendency to feel superior and will improve your ability to communicate with
others.

TYPES OF CULTURE AND TYPES OF PEOPLE
People are products of culture—their family culture, their town, the culture of their country.
As such, your style of interpersonal relations is influenced by how you were raised. Societies teach
and reinforce behavior traits, so that just as individuals are chocolate, vanilla and strawberry, whole
groups of people are chocolate, vanilla and strawberry.
Chocolate cultures are formal and structured, such as Old England, Germany and Hungary.
Strawberry cultures are individualistic, such as the French, Italians and Greeks.
Vanilla cultures are melting-pot societies, such as the United States.
*Personality tests can help people learn more about themselves, understand other people, and improve human
relations. However, they should not be used as a basis for decision making unless proved to be fake-proof, valid, and
reliable: (1) Answers may be inaccurate (an unemployed parent may feel justified in lying on an employment test);
(2) The relationship between test scores and other behaviors may be unknown or lack dependability (there may be
no relationship between test scores and job performance); (3) Different days may produce different results (mood
and recent experience may influence scores).

If is important to note that there are exceptions to these generalizations. For instance, it is possible for
a Frenchman to be more chocolate than the most chocolate German, and there may be a Hungarian
who is more strawberry than the most strawberry Italian. It is also important to note that human traits
vary in degrees, so that any one person may be a mixture of several types. While you may be
primarily vanilla, you may have a few chocolate and strawberry characteristics as well.
Regardless of origin or degree, however, there are certain characteristics that distinguish the
chocolate, vanilla and strawberry styles of interpersonal relations. The following describes each of
the three personality types on ten important dimensions**. As you read these descriptions, think
about the people with whom you live and work. The descriptions will help explain why one person is
so easy for you to understand, although you may not necessarily agree with him or her (that person is
like you), and why another person is so difficult for you to understand (that person is different from
you). Think also about the ways these different types of people should be treated to bring out their
best. **(See below and on following page)
MANAGING/WORKING WITH DIFFERENT PERSONALITY TYPES
Although each person is unique and should be treated according to individual makeup, the following
general guidelines are useful for meeting the personal needs and bringing out the best in each
personality type. Remember that most people have characteristics of all three styles of interpersonal
relations, but develop a preference for one or two over the other(s). The most ardent strawberry will
have his or her chocolate moments, and vice versa.
Chocolate
Provide work rules and job descriptions with duties spelled out in priority order. Provide an
organization chart showing reporting relationships; respect the chain of command. Respect traditions
and established ways; appeal to historical precedent. Avoid changes when possible; if impossible,
introduce changes slowly. Accentuate reason over emotion when handling problems. Mind your
manners and language; be courteous.
Establish a career plan with benchmarks for progress, rewards expected and time frames. Provide
tangible rewards for good performance, preferably money. Recognize good work with signs of status,
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such as diplomas, uniforms, medals and titles. Reinforce company loyalty through service pins,
award banquets and personal appreciation. Communicate the mission, goals and objectives of the
organization, and provide an action plan. Keep work areas organized, clean and safe. Finally, be clear
and logical when give orders.
Vanilla
Include vanillas in the decision-making process; use participative management. Provide opportunity
for off-the-job social interaction—company picnics, recreation programs, annual meetings.
Emphasize employee teamwork on the job through task forces, committee projects, quality circles
and other group involvement activities. Have regular, well-run staff meetings; provide ample
opportunity for sharing ideas. Ask for opinions, listen to what is said, and then demonstrate
responsiveness. Get to know the person—family makeup, off-the-job interests and personal goals.
Appeal to both logic and feelings when dealing with problems; emphasize joint approach and talk
with, not at, the person. Use communication vehicles such as bulletin boards, newsletters, telephone
hotlines and the open-door policy to exchange information. Allow people skills to shine in public
relations, teaching, and mediation projects. Provide growth opportunities through in-service training
and staff development programs. Finally, keep human relations smooth; consider personal feelings.
Strawberry
Recognize independence and personal freedom; don’t supervise too closely. Provide immediate
reward for good performance; don’t delay gratification. Talk in terms of present; de-emphasize past
and future. Provide opportunity for personal growth through self-discovery. Keep things stimulating;
keep things fun. Focus on meaningful personal experiences, satisfying interpersonal relationships,
and important social causes. Provide individual job assignments, and assign work by projects when
possible. Accentuate feelings over logic when handling problems. Reward good performance with
personal time off and personal fulfillment activities. Keep things casual; minimize formality.
PERSONALITY TYPES AND ORGANIZATION EFFECTIVENESS
An important point organizations should remember is that different personalities are like different
flowers. Each requires special soil and exposure to the sun to grow to full potential.
The absence of planning and clear-cut guidelines is particularly upsetting to chocolates, resulting in
decreased morale and reduced efficiency. Constant bickering and cold human relations take an
especially heavy toll on vanillas. Dissatisfied emotionally, their frustration increases and job
performance goes down. Strict rules and close supervisory practices represent a hostile environment
for strawberries. In such a situation, resentment is high, job satisfaction low, and turnover rates rise.
The most effective organizations honor the needs of all three types of people—the structure and
order of the military may appeal to chocolates; human interaction and service may meet vanilla
needs; and freedom of action and creative expression may appeal to strawberries—it should be
remembered that each type of personality has positive qualities, and that an organization having
variety in its work force can benefit by the balance.

Notes:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What did you learn about yourself? What will you do differently based on what you have
learn from a personal as well as a professional perspective?
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SUMMARY INTERPRETATION

The first column identifies an individual’s general behavior and what the person values to base
their decisions and actions. When you go across the row you will see the way the different types
act. (REMEMBER-read across).

BEHAVIOR\VALUE LIST

Chocolate
TRADITIONAL

Vanilla
Strawberry
PARTICIPATIVE INDEPENDENT
discussion,
agreement with
others
interpersonal
commitments
peers, colleagues,
self

direction from
within

1

Basis of action

direction from
authorities

2

Form of control

3

Responsibility to

rules, laws,
policies
superordinate
powers

4

Desired end

compliance

consensus,
smooth human
relations

actualization of
individual

5

To be avoided

failure to reach
agreement

not being one’s
self

6

To get material goods

deviation from
authoritative
direction
compete

collaborate

7

Basis for growth

human
interaction

8

Position vis-à-vis others

9

Identification with/loyal to

following the
established
order
member of
hierarchy
organization

taken for
granted
introspective and
personal
experience
separate person

future

Near future

present

Chocolate

Vanilla

Strawberry

BEHAVIOR\VALUE LIST
Basis of action
(What motivates the actions
of the various type)

TRADITIONAL
direction from
authorities

PARTICIPATIVE
discussion,
agreement with
others

INDEPENDENT
direction from
within

Time perspective
(What drives a person’s
actions regarding time)

future

Near future

present

10 Time perspective

peer group
member
group

what I think is
right or needed
self

individual

SAMPLES

1

10
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